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Abstract

For low-resourced Bangla language, works on
detecting emotions on textual data suffer from
size and cross-domain adaptability. In our pa-
per, we propose a manually annotated dataset
of 22,698 Bangla public comments from social
media sites covering 12 different domains such
as Personal, Politics, and Health, labeled for
6 fine-grained emotion categories of the Junto
Emotion Wheel. We invest efforts in the data
preparation to 1) preserve the linguistic rich-
ness and 2) challenge any classification model.
Our experiments to develop a benchmark clas-
sification system show that random baselines
perform better than neural networks and pre-
trained language models as hand-crafted fea-
tures provide superior performance.1

1 Introduction

Identifying emotions has helped find solutions to
numerous problems for English text, namely re-
trieving emotion from suicide notes (Yang et al.,
2012; Desmet and Hoste, 2013), detecting insult-
ing sentences in conversations (Allouch et al.,
2018), and providing palliative care to cancer pa-
tients (Sosea and Caragea, 2020). A major reason
behind such success is the amount of research and
development invested towards fine-grained multi-
label emotion tasks such as SemEval Affective
Texts (Strapparava and Mihalcea, 2007), SemEval
Affects of Tweets (Mohammad et al., 2018a) and
GoEmotion (Demszky et al., 2020).
Bangla is the sixth most spoken language glob-

ally2 and is the native language of Bangladesh.

†First and second authors contributed equally
1Data and code available at https://github.com/

KhondokerIslam/EmoNoBa
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_

languages_by_total_number_of_speakers

Love
Joy

[B] এইরকম েশা-অফ হাজার বার েদখেত চাই।
[E] Want to see such show-off thousand times.

Table 1: Example annotation from our dataset. B rep-
resents the original instance in Bangla, and E is its En-
glish translation.

With the country now graduating to a middle-
income country with technologies now set to reach
the rural areas (Basunia, 2022; Islam and Saeed,
2021), it is a timely need to understand the re-
sponse to enhance the overall impact on social wel-
fare and businesses.
Few datasets have been made public for detect-

ing emotion in a low-resourced Bangla language
(Rahman et al., 2019; Das et al., 2020, 2021). How-
ever, all such works are (1) small in size, including
only a few thousand instances, and (2) incapable
of cross-domain generalization, with coarse classi-
fication into Ekman or Plutchik emotions.
In this paper, we aim to create a multi-label emo-

tion dataset of noisy textual data collected from
social media on various topics. We use the Junto
emotion wheel (Chadha, 2020) (Figure 1) as it re-
flects 21st century human psychology. During the
data collection and annotation process, we invest
efforts to improve the quality of the dataset by set-
ting several predefined objectives. We also curate
the test set such that it challenges any classifica-
tion tasks. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:

• We propose EmoNoBa dataset, which com-
prises 22,698 multi-label Emotion on Noisy
Bangla text. These texts are public comments
on 12 different topics from 3 different social
media platforms. Table 1 demonstrates a sam-
ple of our dataset.

https://github.com/KhondokerIslam/EmoNoBa
https://github.com/KhondokerIslam/EmoNoBa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_total_number_of_speakers
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_languages_by_total_number_of_speakers
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• We establish baselines by experimenting on
linguistic features, recurrent neural networks,
and pre-trained language models. We also
shed light on various aspects of the problem
throughout our analysis.

• We publicly release our dataset and model to
foster research in this direction.

2 Development of EmoNoBa

Data Collection We set the following primary
objectives before creating the dataset so that these
objectives increase the generalization capabilities:
Samples should contribute to making the dataset
1) domain independent and 2) less repetitive. We
start by collecting user comments from YouTube,
Facebook and Twitter on 12 most popular topics
of ProthomAlo3, the most circulated newspaper in
Bangladesh4. Out of ≈ 50K collected comments,
we keep the comments written in only Bangla al-
phabets. We remove duplicates and exclude in-
stances shorter than three or longer than 50 word
tokens to reduce repetitiveness and noise. Fur-
thermore, we prioritize the instances for annota-
tion that will increase the percentage of the unique
word in the dataset (i.e., unique word percentage
method (Islam et al., 2021)) to demand a more gen-
eralized and robust classification system.

Objective Given a predefined set of emotions -
Junto-6 basic emotions, the goal is to identify all
emotions conveyed in a piece of text.

Annotation We use five annotators for each in-
stance. Emotion(s) voted by atleast three annota-
tors were considered the final labels. Instances
that could not be finalized this way were sent to
authors for the final tag. We will refer to the for-
mer instances as genInst and the latter as excInst.
We also kept the system fully anonymous for the
authenticity of the annotations5.
Furthermore, we evaluated the annotators with

an accuracy metric. We will denote such accuracy
as AnnoAccu. We have two different variations of
equations for determining AnnoAccu as we have
two categories of instances:
For genInst:

AnnoAccu =
1

|I|
∑
i∈I

Ti ∩Oi

Ti

3https://www.prothomalo.com
4https://www.topbanglanewspaper.com/
5The system is live at http://143.198.51.122/

Figure 1: The Junto Emotion Wheel.

love joy surprise anger sadness fear Avg. Score

Fleiss’ κ 0.411 0.509 0.295 0.550 0.705 0.319 0.465

Table 2: Inter-Annotator Agreement Score for each
emotion and the mean of all the scores.

For excInst:

AnnoAccu =
1

|I|
∑
i∈I

Ti ∩Ai

Ti

where Ti is the set of the emotions selected by
this annotator for instance i, Oi is the set of the
emotions selected by atleast two other annotators
for instance i,Ai is the set of the emotions selected
by the authors for instance i, and I is the set of
instances.
We set the following criterionwhen choosing an-

notators. Annotators must be 1) well educated to
understand the instances despite grammatical and
spelling errors, and 2) active social media users to
understand the context. Before selecting an emo-
tion, we instructed them first to identify their child
emotions from the Junto emotion wheel for better
coherence. As such, 80 undergraduate students
annotated 5 to 5,000 instances each, with 74 of
them attaining AnnoAccu of 60% or more. Table
2 shows the Fleiss’ κ (Fleiss, 1971) score of each
emotion. One interesting finding here is that the
Fleiss’ κ scores are low for the less frequent emo-
tions (see frequencies in Figure 2).

Statistics andAnalysis. In total, we have 22,698
instances in the final dataset. The average length
of the instance is 1.36 ± 0.82 sentences, and the

https://www.prothomalo.com
https://www.topbanglanewspaper.com/
http://143.198.51.122/
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Emotion Train Test

Instances Word Length Sent. Length excInst (%) UW (%) Instances Word Length Sent. Length excInst (%) UW (%)

Love 4,202 (20.53%) 11.66 1.32 2.09% 24.46% 390 (17.17%) 12.24 1.34 54.87% 49.87%
Joy 9,249 (45.19%) 10.56 1.27 1.32% 22.24% 857 (37.72%) 10.64 1.28 36.87% 45.89%
Surprise 939 (4.59%) 10.57 1.29 11.18% 45.66% 149 (6.56%) 10.54 1.29 71.81% 67.61%
Anger 3,905 (19.08%) 11.40 1.35 4.97% 27.01% 575 (25.31%) 11.22 1.33 54.60% 45.00%
Sadness 5,109 (24.96%) 11.93 1.36 2.00% 26.20% 572 (25.18%) 11.49 1.33 43.88% 49.16%
Fear 307 (1.50%) 11.96 1.37 20.85% 54.43% 93 (4.1%) 11.51 1.34 80.65% 65.52%

Total 20,468 11.72 1.36 1.52% 18.24% 2,272 11.52 1.35 40.18% 35.03%

Table 3: Summary statistics of our dataset with unique word (UW) percentage per emotion label.

Figure 2: Percentage of instances labeled with a given
emotion in our dataset.

Figure 3: Topic distribution of our dataset.

average length of the sentence is 11.70 ± 10.70
words. Moreover, 77.28% of our instances source
from Youtube, and 15.3% contain multiple emo-
tions. Figure 2 shows the percentage of data la-
beled with a given emotion. Observe that sad-
ness, anger, and joy are themost frequent emotions
while surprise and fear are the two least frequent
emotions. We also present the topic distribution in
Figure 3. The vast majority of data are from Per-
sonal due to vlogging, and the least from Health.
We performed per-multi-label stratified split to

create training (90%) and testing (10%) sets. Test
set received precedence on excInst. In the cases
of overflows, leftover instances were inserted into
the training set and vice versa (Table 3). As ex-
cInst challenged human annotators due to noise
and skeptical contextual understanding, we believe

it will also challenge any classification model.

3 Methodology

In this section, we present the methods we used to
develop a benchmark model for EmoNoBa.

3.1 Lexical Feature
We extract word (1-4) and character (1-5) n-grams
from the instances as these lexical representations
have shown strong performance in different clas-
sification tasks. Then we vectorize each instance
with the TF-IDF weighted scores and train on lin-
ear SVM (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) models.

3.2 Recurrent Neural Network
Due to the capability of capturing sequential infor-
mation from both directions in texts, we use Bi-
LSTM (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber, 1997). We
put attention mechanism on top (Bahdanau et al.,
2015) to put more weight on the words crucial for
correct classification. To initialize the embedding
layer, we consider 1) FastText (Grave et al., 2018)
pre-trained Bangla word embeddings as it utilizes
semantic information from the texts, and 2) ran-
dom initialization to compare the results. Fast-
Text has coverage of 57.13% on our dataset as
their training data are formal Bangla texts from
Wikipedia, trained with character 5-gram.

3.3 Pre-trained Language Model
Due to the recent success of BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), we use Bangla-BERT-Base (Bangla-BERT;
Sarker, 2020). This model has shown better perfor-
mance against any other transformer-basedmodels
on a variety of Bangla lingual tasks. We only fine-
tune its output layer with our training data.

4 Experiments & Results

4.1 Experimental Setting
We implement our experimental framework us-
ing Scikit-learn (Pedregosa et al., 2011), Pytorch
(Paszke et al., 2019), and Transformers (Wolf et al.,
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Method Love Joy Surprise Anger Sadness Fear Macro Avg

Random 24.30 43.20 11.42 33.57 32.71 7.52 25.46
Bi-LSTM + Attn. (FastText) 0.0 52.71 0.0 0.0 22.70 0.0 12.57
Bi-LSTM + Attn. (Random) 0.0 57.79 0.0 18.49 51.97 0.0 21.38
Bangla-BERT 18.33 52.30 11.70 22.37 42.96 0.0 24.61
Word 1-gram (W1) 39.04 59.64 26.91 44.94 59.14 14.81 40.75
Word 2-gram (W2) 31.84 51.74 8.24 31.63 43.33 2.08 28.14
Word 3-gram (W3) 18.11 30.36 2.58 11.45 11.22 0.0 12.29
Word 4-gram (W4) 7.67 54.82 0.0 3.38 1.39 0.0 11.21
W1 + W2 40.93 61.68 21.87 46.79 60.35 11.76 40.56
W1 + W2 + W3 40.90 60.95 21.99 47.88 60.22 6.19 39.69
W1 + W2 + W3+ W4 41.04 61.14 22.68 48.75 60.56 6.19 40.06
Char 2-gram (C2) 37.30 60.88 25.75 37.21 54.74 14.75 38.44
Char 3-gram (C3) 39.14 59.15 24.80 45.85 55.35 16.07 40.06
Char 4-gram (C4) 40.28 60.39 26.47 46.38 58.40 12.00 40.65
Char 5-gram (C5) 41.42 59.07 15.91 43.79 59.28 8.25 37.96
C1 + C2 + C3 39.34 60.66 22.57 45.96 55.80 14.16 39.75
C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 41.13 61.42 24.22 46.42 59.80 16.98 41.66
C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5 42.96 62.70 23.00 46.34 61.81 11.88 41.45
W1 + C1 + C2 + C3 + C4 + C5 39.55 61.82 28.84 48.16 62.79 11.65 42.14
W1 + W2 + W3 + C1 + C2 + C3 42.35 63.52 25.37 48.30 63.57 12.00 42.52
W1 + W2 + W3+ W4 + C1 + C2 + C3 42.22 63.09 27.45 48.63 63.57 11.88 42.81

Table 4: Binary Task F1-score of each emotion class and Macro Average F1-score of each method on EmoNoBa.

2020). We evaluate our methods using macro-
averaged F1-score. As the baseline system, we
compare our results with the scores obtained by
randomly guessing a prediction. To reduce noise,
we replace the numerical tokens with a CC token
and normalize English and Bangla sentence stop-
pers. We randomly picked 10% instances from the
training set to build the development set.
We only tune the regularizer C6 of the SVM

model. For training the BiLSTM model, we per-
form hyper-parameter tuning the batch size, learn-
ing rate, dropout rate, number of LSTM cells, and
layers. For fine-tuning Bangla-BERT, we only
tune on learning rate and batch size.

4.2 Results & Findings
Results We report our experimental results on
the test set in Table 4. Results show neural net-
work and transformer-basedmodels have lower F1-
scores than the random baseline. To breakdown,
the Bi-LSTM model with FastText embedding
only predicts two emotions that have the least ex-
cInst in the test set (Table 3). Moreover, the same
model with random initialization better identifies
the same emotions alongside the next least fre-
quent excInst’s emotion (anger). The transformer-
based model follows the same trend and under-
stands the following least frequent excInst’s emo-
tions (love, surprise). However, none of the mod-

6We tested on these values: 1e−3, 1e−2, 0.1, 1, 10 (best).

els predicts the most excInst’s fear emotion. One
reason for such performance across these models
could be that the unique word percentage is high
for the most frequent excInst emotions (Table 3)
since Islam et al. (2021) attained similar perfor-
mance on their sentiment analysis task with similar
corpus and textual properties. The dip in the per-
formance on our task is because the models had to
understand more deep levels of expressions.
Among the word n-gram, unigram achieves the

best result by at least 12%. Combining the word
grams yields better results but fails to surpass the
standalone unigram model. On the other hand, the
less showing of character n-grams verdicts that the
task does not rely much on the character level in-
formation as with the increase of n-grams induces
better results. Integrating all word 1-4 grams with
character 1-3 grams provides the best result of
42.81 F1. Similar result was achieved in Arabic
and Spanish languages in SemEval 2018 E-c task
(Mohammad et al., 2018b).

Findings Notice that both the negative emotions
(anger, sadness, fear) and the positive emotions
(love, joy, surprise) provides best results on sub-
word or phrase level information.

5 Further Analysis

Dominant Features Table 5 shows some of the
strong word n-grams from each emotion. We find
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Love Joy Surprise
েবস্ট েবস্ট (best best) মুগ্ধ (amazed)

খুব সুন্দর লাকেছ (looks very nice) েকেনা? (why?)
অসাধারণ (extraordinary) আপিন েবস্ট (you are best) . . .
খুব সুন্দর লাকেছ (looks very nice) তুিম েসরা (you are best) আর িক (what more)

Anger Sadness Fear
বােলর (slang) িবচার নাই েদেশ (there is no justice in the country) ভয় থাকেতা । (fear remained)

েবিশ হেয় েগেছ (too much) বােজ ভােব উপস্থাপন (poorly introduce) আল্লাহ েহফাজত কর (God protect us)
না িক (no what) কান্না (cry) ফাঁিস (execution)

তুিম খুব খারাপ (you are really bad) েশা-অফ (show-off) েবেড় েগেলা। (increased.)

Table 5: Examples of some of the strongest word n-grams from each label with their English translations.

Figure 4: a) % of data of each Emotion per Topic in the
test set; b) Binary Task F1-score of each Emotion per
Topic from the best model.

that strong positive emoticons and compliments
act as an indicator of positive emotions. On the
other hand, criticism and slang fill up negative
emotions. Observe that words such as েবস্ট (best)
and খুব সুন্দর (very nice) occur in both love and joy
emotions. The reason is these words can vary in
context.

Error Analysis To investigate the test errors, we
present the distribution of emotion per topic and
the models’ performance in Figures 4a and 4b. No-
tice that the model additionally predicts sadness
in joy and love instances in Personal topic. The
reason is negative words, such as “েশা-অফ” (show-
off), are the strongest words of sad emotion (Ta-
ble 5), but they can also lie in instances contain-
ing positive emotions (refer to Table 1). Also ob-
serve that the model finds it tough to differenti-
ate between love and joy emotions in Business,
Education, Entertainment, Music, Personal. Rea-
son could be phrases like “খুব ভােলা েলেগেছ” (looks
very nice), strongword n-gram of both the emotion
(Table 5), can turn from enchanted (child of love
in the wheel) emotion in Music or Entertainment
to excited (child of joy in the wheel) emotion in
Business or Education. These two emotions also
lie side-by-side in the emotion wheel (Figure 1).
Hence the future work could revolve around im-

proving transformer-based models for Bangla lan-
guage. This could improve sub-word level contex-
tual understanding and consequently help to better
identify both sentimental emotions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present EmoNoBa, a dataset for
fine-grained emotion detection on Bangla text col-
lected from comment sections of social media plat-
forms on 12 different domains. We found that
hand-crafted features performed comprehensively
better than neural models. As the future work,
we will exploit the findings identified in this work
while incorporating contextual understanding.
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